Hampton Court House
Curriculum Outline 2019/20 – Year 11 French (CAG) Set 1
Autumn 2019
Principal Text: GCSE French for AQA
We will start the year starting straight away with future studies and
choices of education after the GCSEs. We will then go back to the
topics of family and this time we will look at relationships, marriage
and family structures. Before Christmas, we will tackle the topic on
environment.
Grammar and conjugation: revision of all the tenses of the indicative
and conditional, si clauses, passive voice, gerundive, pluperfect.

Pupils will be tested weekly on vocabulary.
They will also be assessed after each point of
grammar studied to check learning and
comprehension.
At the end of each topic, an overall assessment
will be done.
Students will need to work on the four skills
(listening, reading, writing and speaking).

Skills: We will look at false friends, idioms, and we will work on
developing the four skills.

Spring 2020
Principal Text: GCSE French for AQA
We will complete the environment topic to move on towards
another big topic tackling inequalities in society poverty and charity
work. We will then complete our curriculum studying career paths,
the pros and cons of various profession and at last, we will look at
social network, the use of technology, its benefits and dangers.
Grammar and conjugation: we will look at the subjunctive, the verbs
expressing possibility, the passive.
We will keep focussing on developing the four skills and translation.

Summer 2020
Principal Text: GCSE French forAQA
After Easter holidays, we will focus on revisions and preparation for
the exams. We will first put a greater emphasis on speaking as the
speaking exam will first take place the first week of May. The
listening and reading exams will take place on the 12th May 2020
and the Writing exam will take place on the 15th May 2020. The
speaking exam will take place the week starting on 04th May.

Links with fundamental values
The French curriculum links with the British
Fundamental values and resilience in each
lesson through discussing our friendships,
values that matters, tolerance of differences.
The different topics will give them the
opportunity to see how one can think
differently and how we can all come from a
different background. Pupils will also develop
resilience through the challenges of the
exercises they will do, and building up the
confidence in speaking in another language in
front of peers. They will also learn to work in
pairs, in teams and given each other support.
Social, moral, spiritual and cultural content
The classroom environment will promote a safe
environment where students can feel free to
share their opinion and feel heard and valued.
Throughout the French GCSE curriculum, we
will discover the Francophone world and see
how people in different communities live.
(school system in Senegal for example).
Opportunities to independently extend learning
Use of the app Quizlet.
www.TV5 monde/ education level B1
linguascope
films francophones on Internet
Institut Français Londres (ciné Lumière,
bibliothèque, médiathèque)

